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CMeWHBaHne KOMnOHeHT C !:J.N = ±. 2 B nevopMnpoBaliHbiX 

aupaX C He'leTHbiM 'lHCnOM HefiTpOHOB 

B paMKax Monenn, y'lHThiBaiOIIlefi napHbie Koppem!llnn caepxnpoaonSiwero 

TUna H B38UMOJlei\CTBHe KB831l'l8CTHU C VOHOH8Mil, ncnonh3YIOWefi OJlH0'18CTH'I
HbJe 3Heprnn n aonHOBbie VYHKUHH noTeHunana CaKCOHa-Bynca, nay'leHo 
l:l N = ± 2- cMewnaaHne a pstne naoTonoa Sm , Gd n Dy c He'leTIIbiM 
'lHCnOM HefiTpOHOBo llOK838HO, 'ITO B38UMOJlei\CTBHSI KB83H'l8CTHU C VOIIOH8MH 
cymecTaeHHO yaenn..J:naaiOT nHTepaan no {3 :zo , a KoTopoM nponcxonnT 
l:l N = !_ 2 - cMewnaaHne, no cpaaHeHHIO c onHo'!aCTH'IHOfi MonenhiO. 

fipenpHHT 06be,~UU~eHHOrO HHCTKTYTB l,llepHbiX HCCJie,llOBaHHI. 

)br&la, 1971 
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Gareev F.A, Fedotov S.I., Soloviev V.G. 

!:J. N = + 2 Mixing in Odd-N Deformed Nuclei 

The !:J.N = ± 2 mixing in a number of the Sm , Gd and Dy 
isotopes is studied in the framework of the model taking into 
account the superconducting pairing correlations and the quasipar
ticle-phonon interaction and using the Saxon-Woods single-particle 
energies and wave functions. It is shown that at deformations 

f3
2
o = 0.30-0.33 and {3

40 
= 0,04 it occurs a strong mixin~ of the fol

lowing pairs of states: 1/2+ [ 400] , 1/2+ [ 600] and 3/2, [ 402) , 
3/2+ [ 651]. The res'ults of calculations of the energies of these 
states and the wave function N=4 and N=6 components are in rather 
good agreement with the corresponding experimental ciata. It is shown 
that the quasiparticle-phonon interactions lead to an essential increase 
of the l:lf3 

31 
interval in which the !:J.N =! 2 mixing occurs as compared 

with the single-particle model. 
Preprint. Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. 
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L .. The Nilsson potential /l, 2
/ is widely used for the description 

of the average field of deformed nuclei. The single particle states 

of the Nilsson potential are described with the quantum numbers 

K 11 [ N n z A ] ( K is the momentum projection on the nuclear 

symmetry axis, 11 ' is the parity, N is the prim;:ipal oscillator 

number, "z is the number of oscillator quanta along the symmet-

ry axis, A is the projection of the orbital moment on the nuclear· 

symmetry axis). Between the eigenstates with t!N=O, .:!:2 there are 

non-zero Nilsson potential matrix elements. However, usually the 

t!N = .± 2 matrix elements are ·neglected. 

In the past years the average field of deformed nuclei is 

successfully described with the Saxon-Woods potential /
3

-
5

/-, the 

single-particle states pf which are characterized by the same 

quantum numbers K" [ N "z A ] • In calculating the single-particle 

energies . and the eigenfunction account is taken of .the terms 

between the states with t!N = + 2 

There· is an experimental evidence for the existence, in a 

number of odd deformed nuclei of the rare-earth regia~, of the 

states the wave functions of which contain a considerable mixing 
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( /6-8/)· 
of the components with N = 4 and N = 6 see refs. • A large, 

mixing of the l'lN= !_2 components should be observed in those 

odd-N deformed nuclei for which the quasl-intersection of the 

l'lN = ±2 levels occurs at their equilibrium deformations· and near 

the Fermi surface energy. The ;,;mall admixtures of the l'l N = _! 2 

components are actually contained in . all eigenfunctions of the 

Saxon-Woods potentia].·. In ref. ,jgf they are used to explain 

N-forbidden beta transitions. 
·The analysis of the l'l N = ± 2 mixing was 1 first performed 

in works /3 •5/ on the basis of the Saxon-Woods wave functions. 

In ref. /10/ it is indicated that the introduction of the hexadecapole 

deformation p
40 

to the nucleus shape is important for the 
' /11-13/ . 

l'l N = · 't 2 mixing~ In works the · mfluence of the l'l N = .:!: 2 

interaction on the spestroscopic factors in the (dp) and (dt) reac

tions is studied on the basis of a simpler model: the expansion · 

of th~ · average field potential i~ the Taylor series, spherical 

spin-orbital interaction, etc. In ref. /
14

/ it is shown tJ:at th~. quasi

particle-phonon interaction affects strongly the l'lN = .:!: 2 mixing 

in odd-A deformed nuclei. 
In the present work, the l'lN = _: 2 mixing is calculated for a . 

number of odd-N deformed nuclei for two pairs of ·the states: 

_1/2+ [ 400]·, 1/2+[.600] and 3/2+ [ 402}, 3/2+[651]. The Saxon

Woods single-particle energies and wave functions with the 

deformed spin-orbital interaction and the hexadecapole deformation 

f3 
4
o are used in· the calculations. The. nonrotational nuclear 

states are calculated taking into account the quasi-particle-phonon 

interaction. It is investigated how the mixing of the componentS 

depends on the deformatio~ parameters . f3 20 
N= 4 and N = 6 
and {3

49 
and how this mixing is affected by the quasiparticle

phonon interaction. 
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2. We consider the behaviour· of the Saxon-Woods single

particle energies and wave functions near the quasi-intersection. 

of the states 1/2+[ -400] , 1/2+ [600] and 3/2+[ 402] , 3/2+[ 651] • As 

is known, when the I:!..N = ±. 2 mixing is taken into account the 

single-particle levels with the same K" - values do not 

intersect. The interval of the closest approach of two such levels 

is called the quasi-intersection, 

We assume that the nucleus shape is described by the 

function 

R(O,¢)=R 0 (l+f3o+~! {3 Y (0,¢)), 
J.l J1. II J1. VJl. 

(1) 

where Ro is the radius of spherical nucleus; {30 is a constant 

introduced for the nucleus volume to be conserved /
10

/. The 

experimental data and calculations show that in the region 

153 S A S 16 3 the parameters {3 VJl. are as follows: ., 

{320 .. 0•30• {340 = 0.04, {360= {322 ={33J1. = 0 • 
In the case of the Saxon-Woods potential the Schroedinger .·· 

equation is 

1- _1_!:!.. + v (?) + Ve r:J 
2m · s 

+ V (7} -E l¢ (1) =0, 
c (2) 

where 

Yo ------.. 
1 +exp I a (r -R(O)) l 

(3) 

Ye • nJ=:...K(px&; vYC:n, (3 ') 
.... 

Y c. ( r) is the Coulomb term. The calculations for the neutron 

system for A = 1S5 are performed with the following values of 
-13 J/3 . 

the parameters: R0 = 1.24.10 A em , Yo = 48.2 MeV, 
-26 2 - . 13 -1 . . . 

K = 0.39 10 em , a = 1.8 10 em • Compared with the 
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results of ref. /l5/ the parameters have been refined slightly and 

the acc~racy of calculations has been improved (increase of. the 

·matrix rank). 
Foilowing ref• /5/ we write the solution for eq. (2) in the 

form 
(4) 

of the S,chroedinger equation with spherically-symmetric potential 

V( r) (by q a we denote the quantum numbers of a single-particle 

b~ing the ·single-particle energy and the eigenfur:ction · 

state, a =± 1 
). We insert eq. (4) into (2) and get 

(5) 

"' where V is the difference . between the axial-symmetriC and 

spherically-symmetric Saxon-Woods potentials • •• 
The Wa.ve function (4) for a state with positive parity is 

rewritten in the form 

cp (;}=a q I (N::O}cp q I +I. a q (N=2) cp q + 
q 00 J 2 0 0 J 2 nf 1 n£ 1 n£ I 

(6) 

+ I. a ~ ( N = 4) cp. ~ +I. a : (N =6) cp : + ... , 
nfl nLI · · nLI nfl nLI · nLI 

The normalization condition is 
2 2 

(N=O>l+ I.: [a~ (N=2)] + 
n fl nLf 

. (7) 

+I. [a: (N=4}]
2 

+I.. [a~ (N=6)]l+ ... , = 
n11 . nLI nfl nL/. . 

2 2 . 2 ) 2 .. ., 

= Jo(q}+~2(q}.+d4 (q +J.6(q}+ .. ~~ 
·, 
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i.e. the wave functions contain the components with H = 0,2,4,6 ••• 

though in most cases one of the components cl~( q) is predominant. 

For the states with negative parity the expansion (7) contains the 

components with H = 1,31 5 1 ••• 

We consider the mixture of the H = 4 and 'H = 6 components 

for two pairs of states 1/2+ [ 400] 1 1/2+[ 660] and 3/2+ [ 402 ]
1 

· 

3/2+ [ 651] near their quasi-intersections. At the bottom of fig. 1 the 

behaviour of the 3/2+ [402]and 3/2+ [651] levels is given as a 

function of fJ
20 

. , for {J 
40 

= 0 and {140 = 0.04. In the quasi-

intersection interval the' levels cannot be assigned quantum 

numbers [ H nz A] • The wave function structure before and after 

quasi-intersection is such as if the intersection has happened. 

Therefore the upper curves at {120 = 0.30 are assigned the 

quantum numbers [651] and for {J 20 = 0.33 - [402]. At the top of 

~ig. 1 the values of c1; and c1; are given for the state 3/2+ [ 402] 

for {140 = 0 and {140 = 0.04. It is seen that for-,{1 40 = 0 these 

components are mixed in a very narrow interval tl{J20 and for 

{J 40 == 0.04 this interval becoms wider. 

For the other pair of states 1/2+ [400] and 1/2+ [ 660] table 1 

gives ,the single-particle energies E( q) , E(q ') 1 their differences 

and the components cl; and · cl: as functions of fJ 
20 

for 

fJ 40 = 0 and fJ 40 = 0. 04. It is seen from the table that a large 

mixing of the H = 4 and · H = 6 components occurs in the interval 

tl{J20 == 0~01 near the quasi-intersection. The mixing interval tl{J 
20 

is somewhat enlarged with increasing hexadecapole deformation 

parameter fJ 40 

The investigations of the solutions of the Schroedinger 

equation for the Saxon-Woods potential haye shown that the 

quasi-intersections of the levels with the same K 11 and the 
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degree. of the fl. N = ±. 2 mixing depend strongly on the potential 

shape, its parameters as well as on the accuracy of solving. 

the equation. Therefore the study of the quasi-intersections will 

make it possible to improve . the shape of the average potential 

and its parameters. 

3. We consider the interaction of quasiparticles with phonons 

in odd-N deformed nuclei. Following /l6
/, when. the two single 

particle states q 
1
' and q

2 
witl.-J the same K n: are de scribed 

simultaneously, the wave function is written in the form: 

(a) 
.. 

where Q 
1 

(X IL ) is the phonon ·operator of multi polarity (X IL ) 

a:u is the quasiparticle production. operator, 'l' is the wave 

function of the ground state of an even-even nucleus~ 
Owing to the fact that . in the quasi-intersection interval the 

single-particle states cannot· be assigned the asymptotic· quantum 

numbers [ N n A] the quantum numbers ·of the wave function 
If 

of the upper levels are denoted by q a and the lower one - -by q & 

Therefore we rewrite the wave function (a) in the form 

(a ) . 

a 



and write the normalization condition (8 } as. 

(9) 

The secular equation which defines . th~ energ~es .TJ 
1 

of the 

ground and excited states of an odd-N nucleus are of the form 

' w (q lq )-(dq )-TJ ) 
I a . a . ,,a.. I 

= 01 (10)' 

Ap. >..p. 
f ( q a q )f ( qb q) 

f ( q) + cu Xp - TJ 
I I 

is the number of the secular equation root, for the remaining 

notations see ref. / 16/. '• 

"o In each nucleus the least value of TJ 1 ( K0 
) = TJF is the 

energy of the ground state, the excited state energies are defined 

by the differences TJ (K "J-TJ • The quantities ·f. ( q ) ·f. ( q ) 
-2 1 F · I a 1 I b 

and N ( q 1 q ) are 
1 2 

·f. ( q ) == l - _ _;_W..:..I_(..:.q~a -~..:...q ::..." J ___ _ 
I a 'w ( q 1 q ) - ( dq ) - TJI ) 

I a a a 

(11) 

-2 (;)2 2 . l AfLif )2. 
N ( q I q ) = ·~ (q ) + f. '( q .. )+-. I I (D q1 q2qa 

1 2 I a I b 2 >..p.7 qa (12} 
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The contributions to the normalization condition ( 9) of the one-

qUasiparticle components q and q are ·.a b 

C :I = ( N I ( q J ' q 2 ) •£1 ( q a)) : (13) 

2 2 
cb I = c N I c q , , q > f c c, » . 

. J 2 I b 

According to eq. (6) the_ wave function of a single-particle 
. . 

state consists of ·the sum of terms with different 'N • We take 

into account this' fact when determining the contribution of the terms 

with different 'N to the normalization condition ( 9). Using expressions 
; ' ', ' 

(7) and (13) we find that the contribution of the, terms with 'N = 4 

and, N = 6 to the wave function normalization (8 ) is of the form 

2 2 . 2 2 
p41 (q J 1q2 )=Cal J/q)+Cbl d4 (q b), 

p ( )=C2 d2( )+C2d2( )', 
61 qJ ,q2 al 6 qa ·· · bl 6 qb 

(14) 

.. 
Thus, since the quasiparticle-phonon interactions lead to 

a mixing of the single-'parlicle states they may cause an es"sential 

redistribution of the values of the components N and N ±. 2 in odd-N 

nuclei' compared with th~ single-particle model. 

4. The energies and wave functions of the first .and second· 

nonrotational states are calculated for a number of odd-N deformed 

nuclei, taking into account the quasiparticle-phonon interaction. 

The calculations are performed with the single.;.particle energies 

and wave functions of the Saxon-Woods· potential for_ A = 155 at 

{3 
40 

= 0.04 and at {3 
20 

in the interval from 0.29-0.34. For each 

value of {3
20 

the phonons. Q 
1 

(>..ll) "!-re. c:alculB:ted with the. values 

of the constant KCXI .;,s in ref. /15/. The results of calculations . 

10 



are giVen in tables 2 and 3. The energies and the contributions 

of one-quasiparticle components ~ 1 and · P61 ·are given there· 

for the two· first roots: ( i = 1,2). 

We study the effect of the quasiparticle-phonon interaction 

on the H = 4 and H = 6 component mixing. To this end we 

compare table 1 for {3 
20 

= 0.04. with table 2 and supplement them 

With the da~ for 11 = 0.29 and 0.34. For the deformation 
. ~20 . 

{3 
20 

= 0.29 the llH.=± 2 mixing is small both in the single-particle 

model and • in the account· of the quasiparticle-phonon interaction. 

The exc~ption is 767 Dy in which for {3 
20 

= 0.29, ·for the first root 
. + ' . 

"'
7 

(J/2 J-.,F= 754 keV, P47 = 0.19, ~ 7 = 0.41; for the second 

. one 'f/
2
(l/2i-"' F ,;, 852 keV, P42 = 0.45, P62 = 0~15. For the 

deformation {3
20 

= 0,30 the llH = ±2 mixing is small in the 

single-particle model, sam ewhat larger in the nuclei calculated by 

us and large enough only in 761 Dy • For {3 20 = 0.31 the !1H=j;2 

mbdng is strong in the single-particle model and in all calculated 

nuclei. For {320 0.32 the llH =.± 2 mixing in the single-particle 

model and in a number of nuclei is not large though in 
757 

Gel . 
759 Gc/ and 159Dy it is. noticeable. At {3

20 
= 0.33 this mixing is 

small in both the single-particle model and in most nuclei, even 

though it remai~s considerable in 7 63 Dy • 

. In those n~dei for ·which the quasi-intersection occurs near 

the Fermi surface the following particularity is · observed for the 

first root at p
20 

= 0.30 'the component ~ 7 is predominant, at 

(3
20 

.=. 0.31 P
67 

and p
47 

become close to each other; at 

{3
20 

= 0.32. P67 is larger than P47 , at·· ~0 =. 0.33 the compo-

·rient · ~ 7 . is predominant and at {320 = 0.34 of predominance is 

the component ~ 7 .• That is as increases the components 

11 



N = 4and N = 6 are mixed, Then the mixing becomes 

weaker and an exchange of large components between 

two quasi-intersecting levels follows. This particularity 

is due to the change of the position of the chemical potential 
• JS3 JS5 J55 

with increasing f3 20 • It occurs m Sm , . Sm , GJ and 
157 Dy • Thus, 'for {3

20 
= 0,34 in 

155
GJ -(71

1 
(3/2+)-11 FJ = l05 keV, 

P
41 

0,62, P
61 

= 0,27, 712 (3/2+) -71F = 158 keV, .. P42 = 0,34, 

P 
62 

0,52; in 157 Dy-(71p12+)- 71 F) =95 keV, P41 . = 0,91, P6 J = 0,03, 

71 (3/2 +)- 71 = 208 keV, P = 0,06, p = 0,74. 
2 F 42 62 

At the deformation {3 
20 

= 0,34 in the single-particle model 

there. is no strong fiN=+ 2 mixing, and )n .some calculated nuclei 
. - J63 + . . · .. 

this mixing is considarable~ Thus, in Oy 71 1(3,'2 J-11F = 191 keV, 

P
41 

= 0,67, ~J = 0,04; 71
2 

(3/2+ J-11 F. = 420 keV, ~·2 ;_ 0,08, 

~2 = 0,59. 
Thus, the interaction of quasiparticl es with phonons leads 

to the fiN = :t 2 mixing interval being wider., with respect to {320 ·• 

In· the cases when a small component _exceeds 0,1 fraction of a 

large one the mixing interval in the single-particle model !1~ 0,;,· 0,01, 

taking into account the quasi;..particle-phonon interaction !1{320= 0,03 

and for some nuclei much more. If the interval !1{3 was very 
20 

small as in the Nilsson. potential .calculations without the account 

of the quasiparticle-phonon inte~action then the probability of 

experimental observation of the fiN=+ 2 mixing would be very 

small, since. it is unlikely that the value of the equilibrium deforma

tion falls just ·within this narrow interval. 

The . quasi-particle-phonon interactions lead to the state 

structure being more complicated with . increasing excitation energy, 

Which _leads, in turn, to a decrease of the total contribu~ion of two 

one-quasiparticle components. It should be noted • that at an excita

tion energy of about 1 MeV the· tiN=±. 2 mixing is considerable, 

12 
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'!'he comparison of the results of calculations with experiment 

is somewhat difficult since in the calculations the Coriolis force 

is disregarded. However, the Coriolis force does not change 

practically the . energy and the wave functions of the nonrotational 

states 112+ [400l and 112+ [660], According to refs, /
17

•
18

1, in . · 

nuclei with the neutron number 91 the Coriolis force gives an 
. . . . + . . . . . 

admixture to the 312 312 [ 651] state of about 10% and to the 
. ·; +. .: . ·. . '+ . 

state ~12 312 [ 402] of about 1o/o of the component 312 112 [ 660] •. 

Such admixture leads to a displacement not exceeding 50 keV. 
. ' . . 

'l'hus, the effect of the Cori olis force to the tl'H = t,2 mixing is 

small for the ground state of rotational bands and it should be 

taken into account in studying the rotational states. 

'!'he results of calculation of the relative components with 

H = 4 andH = 6 is in satisfactory agreement with experimental 

data for the following deformations~ for K 11 = 112+ and 312+ states 
~ . 

in 153 Sm · for 

states in 159Gcl 

for {320 = 0,300; 

J59Dy for {320 = 

{3
20 

= 0.310 in 
155 Gcl for {3

20 
.;: 0,305; for K11 =112+ 

J6J . J63 ~ 
for {3 20 = 0,305, in Dy for {320 = 0,305, in Dy · 

" . I + . 1s1 . for K = 3 2 ··states in·· Dy for {320 = 0,315, in 

• 161 0 315 • 163 . 0.320, m Dy for {3 20 = • , m. · Dy for 

{3 
20 

= 0;335, '!'hat is, the relative values of. the componeryts · P41 

and p
61 

are correctly de?cribed at {3
20

. deformations someWhat 

larger than • the equilibrium deformations of the neighbouring even-
. I + . J 59 J6 J Dy even nuclet •. At 11 = 0.30 for K 11 = 3 2 states m ··. Dy , 

1-' 20 
and 163 Dy the· calculated values ·of P

4 1 
and · P

6 1 
for the lower 

state Well describe the observable components of' the upper 

state and vice versa; 

'!'he calculated values of the energies of the first and. second 

K11 = 11ir and· 312+ states are somewhat smaller th<i~ri the experi

mental ones.' In . some. nuclei this difference is not large: I in others, 

.13 



757 J59D like 'GJ , . y it is noticeable. The calculated energy differences 
+ - + 

between' the first and second K 17 
• = 3/2 or 1/2 states desribe 

rather well (within the accuracy of 10-40 kev) the appropriate 

experimental data. The exception is the splitting energies in 
153 

Sm •· 
' + 

The results of the present calculations for K 17 
.. 1/2 and 

3/2+ states differ noticeably from those obtained in ref. /
15

/. This ·. 

difference is due to the fact that here the Saxon..,.Woods potential 

patameters are slightly altered (which leads to a 'small change in 

the energy and the structure of other states) and the calculations 

of the corresponding single-particl_e states are ~erformed more 

accurately (which is essential for states near their quasi-intersec-

tions). 

5. On the basis of the calculations performed we may draw 

the following conclusions concerning the t!'lixing of states 1/2+[400}, 

1/2+ [660] and 3/2+ [402}, 3/2+ [651] in the Sm, GJ and Dy isot~pes 
with an odd number of neutrons. 

1. The H = 4 and H = 6 components of the Saxon-Woods. 

wave functions are strongly mixed in the interval ll{320 = 0.01 near 

the_ quasi-intersection of levels, the latter being ess~ntially larger 
,.,;.;_-,:, 

thari · the mixing intervai of the Nilsson wave functions. 

2. The· mixing interval ll{3 
20 

increases slightly with increasing 

hexadecapole deformation. para.meter. 

3• The study of the behaviour of the single-particle levels 

near their quasi-intersection makes it possible to improve the 

shape and the parameters of the average field potential. 

4. The quasi-:particle-phonon interactions lead to a · broadening· 

of the !). H =:!: 2 mixing interval up to {3 2 0= 0.03. This fact makes 

it possible to observe experimentally the llH =±.2 mixing effect. 

14 



5. The quasi-particle-phonon interactions lead to. the change 

of the H = 4 and H = 6 components as compared with the 

single-particle model, in a number of nuclei this change being 

cardinal. 

6. The calculations performed with the Saxon-Woods single

particle . energies and wav~ functions, taking . into ' account the 

superconducting pairing correlations and the quasi-particle-phonon 

interactions give a rather good agreement of the experimental data 

on the ll'H = :!: 2 mixing and on the energies of these states. 

For. a further progress in the !l H = .±2 mixing studies a larger 

amount of experimental information is needed. 

In conclusion we express our gratitude to S.P. Ivanova and 

L.A.Malovfor their help and fruitful discussions,' N.Yu. Shirikova for 
~ 

the assistence. in elaborating the routine. 
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Table I 

~ .=.4 and N = 6 Component Mixing Near .the Foint of ~uasi
Intersect ion of 1/2+ (660J and 1/2+ £4ooJ Stat~s in the .Neutron. 
Sche1111.e ~th A = 155 

'\ 

./3 40 = 0.04 . 

E~9.-),rteV -8.52~ ~a_.552 -8.549 -8.528 -:8._4:85 :..s.4o~ -:'8.~17 -8.2_26 
dl((f}) 0.098 0.190 0.628 0.796 0.903 0.950. 0.961 0.965 
df(g_) 0~856 0.766 0.~45 0.184 0.080 0.035 ·0.024 0.020 

E(~1) 1 MeV -8.772 -8.695 -8,6l~9 -8.649 -8.661 -e.691 -8.725 -8;751 
d;(g,1 0.937 0,844 0.409 0.240 0.132 0.086 0.074 0.071 
d/(,1 0.052 0.138· 0.558 0.718. 0.822 0.866 0.876 0.878 . 

E(9- )-E(9-')0.248 0.143 0.100 0.121 0.176 o:·288 0.408 0.-525 

~40=0 .. 

t:~) 1MeV -8.228 -8~266 -8.295 -8.295 -8.267 -8.188 -8.103 -8.012 
did9-} 0.058 0.078 0.220 0.454 0.810 0.927 0.944 0.949 
df(fJ) 0.902 0.880 0.74~ 0.516 0.172 0.057 0.0~9 0.0,4 

E( tf) 1MeV -8.549 -8,lf65 -8.389 8.,70 -8.-'69'c43;399 ~.434 -8.468 

d!(g,1 . 0.954 0.9~4 0.795 0.560 0.206 0.086 9·070 0,065 
d/t~1 0.027 0.048 0.184 0,412 0.754 0.868 ,0.885 0.668 

E(t)-E(,')0.321 0.199 0,094 0,075 0,102 0,211 0.331 0.456 
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Table 2 

N = 4 and N = 6 Cotnponent lllix.i.ng Near the Point or Quasl-Inte:t·section 
of 1/2+ ['WO] and 1/2+ (66oJ States at .fJ~o = o. 04 

Nuclei tf120- 0. 30 A"=a3t ~.tc-=t:/3.1, Ac=tZ33 

~~~-~ P.,.; '" t.f&'J·t,: ~,· ~' f.(g.')--!,r P.,,; If~· '2.;/~ .. ;.e p,l P,,-
.. K t.V 'h "- · KtV "/. "/. J(t¥ ~ ,.,. J(tV "/. ~ 

153sm 1 54 9 67 58 38 35 45 ~0 ~1 98 7 62 
2 736 ~3 6 325 ~2 31~ 338 ~4 6 4-32 ~1 3 

155sm 1 401 8 68 447 41 35 : 1~54 ~5 ~1 496 5 51 
2 783 ~2 4 654 ~1 36 622 ~0 ~0 567 62 20 

155ad 1 120 8 64 114 37 34 132 10 60 163 7 62 
2 ~2 67 4 259 41 33 280 73 6 257 80 3 

~57Gd 1 480 8 68 498 40 33 436 29 44 437 75 4 
·2 634 66 4 586 37 34 493 50 23 619 8 64 

159ad 1 713 7 62 737 40 30 715 141 28 670 68 4 
2 894 63 4 866 33 ~ 796 32 36 806 8 60 

161Gd 1 812 65 38 817 32 18 725 ~6 4 690 60 2 
2 1052 54 3 \922 23 28 -878 6 37 844 4 42 

" 

157ny 1 201 15 62 131 35 32 123 9 56 185 7 56 
.2 254 61, 13 243 140 32 245 ~1 5 251 77 3 

" 

159 1 1~69 7 65 448 138 30 495 145 25 490 71 2 
Dy 2 516 59 5 520 133 32 540 128 39 530 6 61 

161 1 624 45 23 539 137 26 453 p3 2 365 66 1 
Dy 2 780 27 36 736 ~8 31 753 5 51 781 4 49 

163ny 1 783 5 33 588 ~9 24 450 ~1 43 374 16 41 
2 1024 54 3 833 ~0 27 672 ~0 8 586 47 12 

I 
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Sa 

155 
Gd 
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Gd 

159 
Gd 

161 
Gd 

157 
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159 
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161 
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Table 3 
N=4 and N=6 Component Mixing Near the Point of Quasi-Inter
section of 3/2+ [402] and 3/2+ [65i] States at _l.to = O. 04 

I 
2 

I 
2 

I 
2 

I 
2 

I 
2 

I 
2 

2 

I 
2 

I 
2 

I 
2 

~ 20=0.31 ~20=0.32 l40=0,33 

~~+)-~,:- P.-.: 
l(t\t % 

fti '2J:.t}-tF ~.: ~i ~A.1-f.. Plf,; ~C: ~~ ~~ /li 
"/. t(U ,f, " t(I.V "/. ., ~Ct' ~ ~ 

46 6 ' 64 6 
543 ~ 4 264 

227 7 77 2II 
6!8 ~9 4 54! 

3I 8 79 0 
225 75 5 220 

265. 9 75 205 
527 72 o 48C 

47! 7 67 4I5 
878 7I 5 739 

772 8 66 638 
98I 67 6 934 

98 II 78 75 
I65 74 8 I88 

235 9 G5 240. 
44I 69 8 420 

556 27 51 491 
657 51 28 648 

753 IO 65 543 
976 64 8 845 

22 62 IO 
p6 20 245 

35 48 46 5 65 
58 32 215 ~9 12 

~3 60 213 
p6 20 476 

40 44 260 ~9 45 
51 36 376 ~ 34 

124 
104 

126 
58 

24 
56 

27 
50 

29 
57 

28 
52 

42 
43 

22 
50 

19 

60 (; 35 
2I 2!2 ' 56 

53 2I2 43 
25 436 45 

5(; 317 41 
23 671 4! 

44 52! 47 
27 900 29 

53 51 40 
27 183' 50 

46 240 42 
27 397 40 

33 422 56 
37 628 24 

43 322 ' 3! 
22 680 40 

47 8 
32 !57 

33 468 
40 640 

IS 438 
50 .747 

40 85 
37 198 

33 243 
40 390 

18 343 
55 627 

34 232 
29 431 

60·· 23 
129' 53 

58 28 
125 52 

166 7' 
II 62 

1?3 54 
70 19 

64 !7 
23 56 

74 3 
14 70: 

24 40 
47 21 
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Fig.;. 1. {3 20 dependence of the components d~ and d l for the 
3/2 [ 402} state (upper part of figure) and the position of the 
single-particle levels 3/2+ [ 402} and 3/2+ [ 651} (lower part of figure) 
in the region of their quasi-intersection for {3 40 = 0 and {340 = 0,04~ 
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